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Abstract:  This paper presents a formal verification method for AADL (architecture analysis and design language) models by TASM 
(timed abstract state machine) translation. The abstract syntax of the chosen subset of AADL and of TASM are given. The translation rules 
are defined clearly by the semantic functions expressed in a ML-like language. Furthermore, the translation is implemented in the model 
transformation tool AADL2TASM, which provides model checking and simulation for AADL models. Finally, a case study of space GNC 
(guidance, navigation and control) system is provided. 











ҹঞ䴲ࡳ㛑ሲᗻ䖯㸠㸼䖒.Ⳃࠡ,῵ൟ䕀ᤶᰃ AADL ῵ൟᔶᓣ偠䆕ϢߚᵤⱘЏ㽕䗨ᕘ,བ䕀ᤶࠄ BIP(behavior 
interaction priority)[4]ǃFiacre[5]ǃࡼ԰ᯊᑣ䘏䕥 TLA+[6]ǃৠℹ䇁㿔 Signal[7]ㄝ,ⳂⱘᰃЎњ䞡⫼䖭ѯ῵ൟϞᏆ᳝
ⱘ偠䆕੠ߚᵤ㛑࡯. 
AADL 䇁㿔Ўᅝܼᬌ݇ᅲᯊ㋏㒳ᦤկњЄᆠⱘ㸼䖒㛑࡯,Ԛ݊໻䚼ߚ䇁Нҡ✊䞛⫼㞾✊䇁㿔੠՟ᄤ䖯㸠
㾷䞞.Ꮖ᳝ⱘ AADL 䇁НⷨおЏ㽕䞛⫼䕀ᤶ䇁Н(translational semantics)ⱘᮍᓣ[8,9],े,⫼঺ϔ⾡ᔶᓣ䇁㿔(⿄Ў





ᢑ䈵⢊ᗕᴎ(abstract state machine,ㅔ⿄ ASM)[15]ᑓ⊯ᑨ⫼Ѣ䕃ǃ⹀ӊ㋏㒳䆒䅵ҹঞᔶᓣ䇁НᅮН.Ўњᬃ
ᣕᅲᯊ㋏㒳ⱘࡳ㛑㸠Ўǃᯊ䯈ሲᗻҹঞ䌘⑤⍜㗫ⱘᦣ䗄,2006ᑈ,MIT೼ ASMⱘ෎⸔Ϟᦤߎњᯊ䯈ᢑ䈵⢊ᗕᴎ
(timed abstract state machine,ㅔ⿄ TASM)[16,17].ⳌᇍѢ BIP,Fiacre,TLA+,SignalㄝⳂᷛ䇁㿔,TASM㛑໳ৠᯊᬃᣕ
ࡳ㛑ǃᯊ䯈ҹঞ䌘⑤ㄝ㸠Ўⱘ偠䆕੠ߚᵤ,㗠Ϩৃ䇏ᗻ䕗ད. 
಴ℸ,ᴀ᭛ᦤߎϔ⾡෎Ѣ TASMⱘ AADLᔶᓣ䕀ᤶ䇁Н,ᘏԧᗱ䏃བϟ: 
(1) 䩜ᇍϔϾ䕗Ўᅠᭈⱘ AADLᄤ䲚,ᔶᓣഄ㒭ߎᄤ䲚ⱘᢑ䈵䇁⊩; 
(2) ᔶᓣഄ㒭ߎ TASMⱘᢑ䈵䇁⊩; 
(3) ෎Ѣ䇁Нߑ᭄⏙᱄ࠏ⬏ AADL䇁㿔ࠄ TASM䇁㿔ⱘᭈԧ᯴ᇘ݇㋏,ᑊ෎Ѣ㉏ ML[18]ⱘܗ䇁㿔ᔶᓣᅮ
Н䕀ᤶ䇁Н㾘߭. 
ৠᯊ,೼ᔶᓣ䕀ᤶ䇁Нⱘ෎⸔Ϟ,෎Ѣ AADL ⱘᓔ⑤ᓎ῵⦃๗ OSATE[19],䆒䅵ᑊᅲ⦄ AADL ῵ൟ偠䆕Ϣߚ
ᵤᎹ݋üüAADL2TASM,ҹᬃᣕ䗮䖛῵ൟẔ⌟Ꮉ݋ UPPAAL[20]ҹঞӓⳳߚᵤᎹ݋ TASM ToolSet[21]ᇍ AADL
῵ൟ䖯㸠偠䆕੠ߚᵤ. 
ᴀ᭛㄀ 1㡖ㅔ㽕ҟ㒡 AADL䇁㿔ⱘ෎ᴀὖᗉ.㄀ 2㡖㒭ߎᴀ᭛ AADLᄤ䲚ⱘᢑ䈵䇁⊩.㄀ 3㡖㒭ߎ TASM
䇁㿔ⱘ෎ᴀὖᗉঞ݊ᢑ䈵䇁⊩.㄀ 4 㡖䆺㒚ҟ㒡ᔶᓣ䕀ᤶ䇁Н.㄀ 5 㡖ㅔ㽕ҟ㒡 AADL2TASM ῵ൟ䕀ᤶᎹ݋.
㄀ 6㡖㒧ড়㟾໽఼ᇐ㟾ǃࠊᇐϢ᥻ࠊ㋏㒳ᅲ՟,ҟ㒡 AADL2TASMᎹ݋ⱘᑨ⫼ᚙމ.㄀ 7㡖㒭ߎⳌ݇Ꮉ԰↨䕗.
㄀ 8㡖ᰃᴀ᭛ⱘᘏ㒧,ᑊ䅼䆎῵ൟ䕀ᤶℷ⹂ᗻ䯂乬. 












AADL 䖬ࣙᣀ݊Ҫᮍ䴶ⱘᠽሩ,䖯ϔℹЄᆠњ AADL 䇁㿔ⱘ㸼䖒㛑࡯.՟བ,ᬙ䱰῵ൟ䰘ӊ(error model 
annex)[23]ᠽሩњᵘӊ੠䖲᥹ⱘᬙ䱰џӊǃᬙ䱰ὖ⥛ㄝ䴲ࡳ㛑ሲᗻ,ҹᬃᣕ㋏㒳ৃ䴴ᗻߚᵤ;Ўњᬃᣕ ARINC653
ᷛޚ,থᏗњ ARINC653ᠽሩ䰘ӊ[24].AADL䇁㿔ⱘ෎ᴀὖᗉৃ䖯ϔℹখ㾕᭛⤂[2,3,25]. 
   
2   AADLᄤ䲚ঞ݊ᢑ䈵䇁⊩ 
Ң 2004 ᑈ AADL ᷛޚℷᓣথᏗҹᴹ,݊Ḍᖗ᭛ḷঞᠽሩ䰘ӊ೼ϡᮁⱘׂ䅶੠থሩ.՟བ,ⳂࠡḌᖗ᭛ḷ᳝
AADL V1.0 (AS5506),AADL V2.0 (AS5506A)੠ AADL V2.1 (AS5506B)䖭 3Ͼ⠜ᴀ,AADL V2.2гℷ೼ׂ䅶ᔧ

















{ Iports: set of PORT; 
 Oports: set of PORT; 
Processes: set of Process; 
 CPU: Processor; 
 Memories: set of Memory; 
 Buses: set of Bus; 
 Initial_Mode: SOM; 
 Mode_Transitions: set of SOM_Transition; 
} 
Type Process:= 
{ Iports: set of PORT; 
 Oports: set of PORT; 
Threads: set of Thread; 
 Connections: set of Connection; 
 Initial_Mode: SOM; 






{ Iports: set of PORT; 
 Oports: set of PORT; 
Period: DURATION; 
BCET: DURATION; 
 WCET: DURATION; 
 Deadline: DURATION; 
 DispatchType: {periodic,aperiodic,sporadic}; 
Behavior: BehaviorAnnex; 
 Modes: set of SOM; 
} 
Type Connection:= 
{ SourcePort: PORT; 
 ConnectionType: {immediate,delayed}; 
 DestinationPort: PORT; 
 Modes: set of (SOMSOM_Transition); 
} 
Type BehaviorAnnex:= 
{ States: set of BASTATE; 
Transitions: set of BA_Transition; 
} 
Type SOM_Transition:= 
{ SourceMode: SOM; 
 TransitionType: {emergency,planned}; 
 DestinationMode: SOM; 
 Event: EVENT; 
} 
Type BA_Transition:= 
{ SourceState: BASTATE; 
 DestinationState: BASTATE; 
 Time: DURATION; 
 Guard: EXPRESSION; 
 Action: (Iports(th)oVALUE)uOports(th)oVALUE; 
} 
   
3   TASMঞ݊ᢑ䈵䇁⊩ 




ᅮН 1. TASMSPEC=¢E,ASM²,ЎϔϾѠܗ㒘: 
(1) ⦃๗ E=¢EV,TU,ER²,EV㸼⼎⦃๗ব䞣,݊㉏ൟᅮН೼ TUЁ,Џ㽕ࣙᣀᭈ᭄㉏ൟǃBoolean㉏ൟǃᅲ᭄
㉏ൟҹঞ⫼᠋㞾ᅮН㉏ൟ;ER={(rn,rs)}㸼⼎䌘⑤⦃๗ব䞣ⱘᅮН,བ໘⧚఼ǃᄬټ఼ǃᏺᆑǃࡳ㗫ㄝ, 
rnᰃ䌘⑤ⱘৡ⿄,rs=[lower,upper]߭㸼⼎䌘⑤ⱘ໻ᇣ. 
(2) ᢑ䈵ᴎ ASM=¢MV,CV,IV,R²,ⲥ᥻ব䞣 MV(monitored variables)Ўᕅડᢑ䈵ᴎᠻ㸠ⱘব䞣ⱘ䲚ড়;ফ᥻
ব䞣 CV(controlled variables)Ўᢑ䈵ᴎᇚ㽕᳈ᮄⱘব䞣ⱘ䲚ড়;ݙ䚼ব䞣 IV(internal variables)Ўᢑ䈵
ᴎݙ䚼Փ⫼ⱘЁ䯈ব䞣,ϡফ⦃๗ⱘᕅડ;R=¢n,t,RR,r²Ўᢑ䈵ᴎⱘᠻ㸠㾘߭,n ᰃ㾘߭ⱘৡ⿄,t 㸼⼎㾘
߭ᠻ㸠ⱘᣕ㓁ᯊ䯈,ৃҹᰃϔϾ೎ᅮؐ,៪ϔϾऎ䯈[tmin,tmax],гৃҹᰃ݇䬂ᄫ next(t:=next 㸼⼎ᴎ఼
໘Ѣㄝᕙ⢊ᗕ,ⳈࠄᶤϾџӊথ⫳),RR ᰃൟབ rn:=rs ⱘ䌘⑤⍜㗫,r ߭ᰃൟབ“if Condition then 
Action”ⱘ㾘߭䲚ড়,݊Ё,Conditionᰃⲥ᥻ব䞣ⱘᔧࠡপؐ,Actionࣙᣀফ᥻ব䞣ⱘ䌟ؐǃskipҹঞ䗮
ֵㄝ,гᬃᣕ“else then Action”㾘߭. 




ᢑ䈵ᴎߚЎ 3㉏:Џᢑ䈵ᴎ(main ASM)ǃᄤᢑ䈵ᴎ(sub ASM)੠ߑ᭄ᢑ䈵ᴎ(function ASM).ৠℹ䗮ֵЏ㽕ᅮН೼
Џᢑ䈵ᴎП䯈,ᑊৃҹ䞛⫼݅ѿব䞣੠䗮䘧ϸ⾡ᮍᓣ. 
ℸ໪,TASMՓ⫼῵ൟẔ⌟Ꮉ݋ UPPAAL[20]ҹঞӓⳳߚᵤᎹ݋ TASM ToolSet[21]ᇍ᮴⅏䫕ᗻǃᅝܼᗻǃ⌏
ᗻǃᯊ䯈ℷ⹂ᗻǃ䌘⑤߽⫼ℷ⹂ᗻㄝ݇䬂ᗻ䋼䖯㸠偠䆕੠ߚᵤ. 




:: : exp | | if  then | else then | ( , ) |  
       | ( , ) | |
:: , || || ... ||
P x skip BExpr P P time t t P time next P
resource r r r P P P P P
TASM E P P P











4   ෎Ѣ TASMⱘ AADLᔶᓣ䕀ᤶ䇁Н 
෎Ѣ AADLᄤ䲚ⱘᢑ䈵䇁⊩੠ TASMⱘᢑ䈵䇁⊩,៥Ӏҹ“ሖ⃵࣪ǃ῵ഫ࣪”ⱘᮍᓣ㒭ߎ䕀ᤶ䇁НᅮН. 
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  _ ( ) ( _ ( ))
  ( _ ( )) ( _ ( ))
  (
pr s Processes tr s Mode transitions
sch s Processor th pr Threads
cn pr Conne
Translate s System
Trans ProcessData pr Trans ModeData tr








_ ( )) ( _ ( )),
  || _ ( ) || ( || _ ( )) ||
  ( || _ ( )) || ( ||
ctions th pr Threads
pr s Processes tr s Mode transitions
sch s Processor
Trans ConnectionData cn Trans BehaviorAnnexData th








_ ( )) ||
  ( || _ ( )) || ( || _ ( ))
th pr Threads
cn pr Connections th pr Threads
Trans Thread th








-    ...  





 LET AND IN
 IF THEN ELSE
 






䇁Н㾘߭ 4.2.1. AADL䖯⿟ᵘӊⱘ TASM⦃๗ব䞣㸼⼎. 
Trans_ProcessData(pr)= 







݊⃵,䖯⿟ᵘӊⱘᠻ㸠䇁Н䕀ᤶЎϔϾࣙ৿ 7ᴵᠻ㸠㾘߭(Loading Begin,Loading Complete,Loading Abort, 
Starting Complete,Starting Abort,Process Stop,Process Normal)ⱘ TASMᢑ䈵ᴎ.TASMৃҹᕜᮍ֓ഄ೼↣Ͼᯊࠏ
៪ᯊ↉,⫼ϔᴵ㾘߭ᴹ㸼⼎Ⳍᑨⱘ㸠Ў.݅ѿব䞣: x Started(processor)㸼⼎໘⧚఼ᰃ৺ਃࡼ៤ࡳ,咬䅸 Started(processor)=true; x Abort(processor)㸼⼎໘⧚఼ᰃ৺㹿Ёᮁ; x Load(th)㸼⼎䆹䖯⿟Ёⱘ㒓⿟ᰃ৺ࡴ䕑៤ࡳ; x Stop(processor)㸼⼎໘⧚఼ᰃ৺ذℶ,བᵰ Stop(processor)=false,䖯⿟䖯ܹ Process Normal㾘߭,ϨϔⳈ
   
໘Ѣ loaded⢊ᗕ. 
䖭ѯ݅ѿব䞣гᅮН೼ TASM⦃๗Ё. 
䇁Н㾘߭ 4.2.2. AADL䖯⿟ᵘӊᠻ㸠䇁Нⱘ TASM㸼⼎. 
_ ( )
 _ ( )
    //  Rule Loading Begin
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true then
                         ( ) :  )
 //  Rule Loading Complete
TASM Process pr








 (if ( )  and ( ) false then
                                       ( ) : )
 //  Rule Loading Abort
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true
e LoadTime State pr loading Abort processor
State pr starting
time State pr loading Abort processor
      

  then
                       ( ) :  )
 //  Rule Starting Complete 
 (if ( )  and ( ) false then
                                          ( ) :
State pr unloaded
time StartupTime State pr starting Abort processor
State pr
    
.
( ( ) : true))
 //  Rule Starting Abort 
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true then
                       ( ) : )




time State pr starting Abort processor
State pr unloaded
time
        

  ( )  and ( ) true  then
                        ( ) : )
 //  Rule Process Normal
 (else then
                             )
IN _ ( )





   
 
  





Fig.1  Execution states and actions of an AADL SOM transition 
೒ 1  AADL㋏㒳῵ᓣবᤶⱘᠻ㸠⢊ᗕ੠ࡼ԰ 



















䇁Н㾘߭ 4.3.1. AADL㋏㒳῵ᓣবᤶⱘ TASM⦃๗ব䞣㸼⼎. 
Trans_ModeData(tr)= 







ⱘѻ⫳.ࠡ㗙ࣙᣀWaiting Hyper Period,Mode Transition In Progress,Mode TransitionҹঞWaiting MCRㄝ 4ᴵ㾘
߭,ᑊ䗮䖛݅ѿব䞣 Activation(th)੠ Activation(cn)ᴹ㸼⼎㒓⿟੠䖲᥹ᰃ৺໘Ѣᔧࠡ῵ᓣ.ᇍѢ䅵ߦবᤶ,⬅Ѣৠ
ℹ⚍ Hyper(critical_old)ᰃ㒱ᇍᯊ䯈,಴ℸ⫼ Waiting Hyper Period㾘߭ᴹ㸼⼎䍙਼ᳳⱘࠄ䖒,ᑊ೼䖭Ͼᯊࠏ䖯ܹ
Mode_transition_in_progress ⢊ᗕ;ᇍѢゟेবᤶ,ϡ䳔㽕ৠℹ⚍,㗠ᰃゟे䖯ܹ Mode_transition_in_progress ⢊
ᗕ,ᑊゟेᅠ៤῵ᓣবᤶ.MCR ᢑ䈵ᴎࣙ৿ϸᴵ㾘߭,ᑊ⫼[0,Hyper(critical_old)]ᴹ㸼⼎䱣ᴎѻ⫳ MCR ⱘᯊ䯈.
⬅Ѣ Hyper(critical_continue)*ৃ㛑Ў໮Ͼ䍙਼ᳳ ,े ,Ң Mode_transition_in_progress ⢊ᗕࠄ End_of_SOM_ 
transition⢊ᗕⱘᣕ㓁ᯊ䯈ϡ⹂ᅮ,಴ℸ៥ӀՓ⫼঺ϔϾᢑ䈵ᴎ Manage_Hyper_Continueᴹㅵ⧚䖭Ͼᯊ䯈. 





//  Rule Waiting Hyper Period
 .  





time Hyper critical old State pr loaded









and  and false then
                                                   : true)
 //  Rule Mode Transition In Progress




     IF THEN
 
   
( ) \ ( )
 0 (if  and true and true then
                : true : true
               
th threads newSOM threads oldSOM
time CurrentSOM oldSOM SOMRequest ArriveHyperPeriod
ModeTransitionInProgress FlagNewSOM
Activa
      

( ) \ ( )
( ) \ ( )
( ) : true ( ) : false
               ( ) : false)
 0 (if  and true
th threads oldSOM threads newSOM
cn connections oldSOM threads newSOM
tion th Activation th
Activation cn
time CurrentSOM oldSOM SOMRequest


      
  ELSE 
( ) \ ( )
( ) \ ( ) (
 then 
                : true ( ) : true
               ( ) : false
th threads newSOM threads oldSOM





       
) \ ( )
( ) : false)
 //  Rule SOM transition
 .  
 0 (if true and false then






      
IF THEN

( ) \ ( )
Re : false
                   ( ) : true
                   : false : false)
 0 (if 






       
ELSE

( ) \ ( )
true then
                   : ( ) : true
                   : false : false)
 
cn connections newSOM threads oldSOM
itionInProgress




        
AND _ _
 ( _ ) (if true then
                                                           : false)
 
//  Produce MCR
(0, ( _ )) (if (
ge Hyper Continue
time Hyper critical continue
FlagNewSOM
MCR




 )  and  and false then
                                                        : true)
 //  Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else  )
 .
loaded CurrentSOM oldSOM SOMRequest
SOMRequest
time next then skip
tr Transitio





_ _ || _ _ ||
_ _ ||
nType planned
TASM SOM Transition Manage Hyper Continue MCR




4.4   㗗㰥᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵⱘ㒓⿟ᵘӊ 
㗗㰥᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵⱘ㒓⿟ᵘӊⱘ䇁Нᰃ⬅㒓⿟ᵘӊⱘ෎ᴀ㸠Ўҹঞ㒓⿟ߚথ੠᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵⱘᠻ㸠䇁Н
ᵘ៤,㸼⼎Ў䇁Н㾘߭ 4.4.1੠䇁Н㾘߭ 4.4.2. 















{ ConnectionType: {immediate,delayed}; 
… 
} 
䇁Н㾘߭ 4.4.2. 㗗㰥᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵⱘ㒓⿟ᵘӊᠻ㸠䇁Нⱘ TASM㸼⼎. 
_ ( )
 _ ( )
//   
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true then
                   ( ) : _ )
//  Rule Activation
 0 (if ( ) _
TASM Thread th
Rule Initialization
time State th halted Load th
State th waiting mode
Time State th waiting
  







 and ( ) true then
                    ( ) : _ )
 //  Rule Dispatch 
 0 (if ( ) _  and ( ) true then
                    ( ) :
mode Activation th
State th waiting dispatch
Time State th waiting dispatch Dispatch th
State th waiti
       _ ( ) : ( ) ( ) : false)
 //  Rule Waiting Execution
 0 (if ( ) _   _ ( ) true then
                    ( ) : _
ng execution Iport th IportBuffer th Dispatch th
Time State th waiting execution and Get CPU th
State th execution
         Trans Co _ ( ))
 //  Rule Execution
( ( ), ( ))   100 (if ( )  then
                    ( ) : ( ( ))  ( ) :
 
_ (
Time BCET th WCET th Resource Processor State th execution
Oport th ComputeOutPut Iport th State th completed Get CPU t
      
nnection Read th
) : false)
 //   Rule Write Data
 0 (if ( )  then
                    ( ) : _ _ _ _ _ ( ))
 //  Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else then 
h
Time State th completed
State th waiting next dispatch
Time next s
    


Trans Connection Write Imm th
)
 //   Rule Deactivation
 0 (if ( ) _   ( ) false then





time State th waiting dispatch and Activation th
State th waiting mode
Dispatcher th
Dispatch protocol Periodic
      AND IF THEN

ispatch Thread
 0 (if ( ) true and ( ) _  and ( ) false then
                   ( ) : true : true)
 // Rule Waiting Period
 
time Activation th State th waiting dispatch Dispatch th
Dispatch th WaitingNextDispatch
time Perio
      

( ) (if true then                                     
                                   : false _ _ _ ( )
                              
d th WaitingNextDispatch
WaitingNextDispatch
   Trans Connection Write Delay th
    ( ) : _ )
 // Rule Waiting Next Event
State th waiting mode  
 
   
 (else then )
_  
// Rule Dispatch Thread
 [0,Max] (if ( ) true and ( ) _  and ( ) false then
                      
time Next skip
Dispatch protocol Aperiodic
time Activation th State th waiting dispatch Dispatch th
 




        ( ) : true : true)
 // Rule Prepare Next Dispatch
 0 (if ( )  and true then 
                   : false (
Dispatch th WaitingNextDispatch
time State th completed WaitingNextDispatch
WaitingNextDispatch State
        ) : _ )
 // Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else then )
//
// Rule Dispatch Thread




time Period Activation th State th waiting dispatch Dispatch th
 




                                        ( ) : true : true)
 // Rule Prepare Next Dispatch
 0 (if ( )  and true then 
            
Dispatch th WaitingNextDispatch
time State th completed WaitingNextDispatch
      
( )
       : false ( ) : _ )
 // Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else then )
_ ( ) || ( )
_ _ ( )
ip Iports th cn Connections
WaitingNextDispatch State th waiting mode
time next skip
TASM Thread th Dispatcher th
  
   
 IN 

Trans Connection Read th
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )  
: ( )
_ _ _ ( ) (
DestinationPort cn ip ConnectionType cn immediate
op Oports th cn Connections
ConnectionType cn immediate SourcePort cn op
ip IportBuffer th
IportBuffer Destinati
   
      
 
 Trans Connection Write Imm th
( )
( ) ( )
( )) :
_ _ _ ( ) ( ( )) :
op Oports th cn Connections
ConnectionType cn delayed SourcePort cn op
onPort cn op
IportBuffer DestinationPort cn op      
 
   Trans Connection Write Delay th
 










Fig.2  Execution states and actions of an AADL thread component 
೒ 2  AADL㒓⿟ᵘӊⱘᠻ㸠⢊ᗕ੠ࡼ԰ 
佪ܜ,ᇚ㒓⿟ᵘӊⱘ䕧ܹ/䕧ߎッষǃ䌘⑤߽⫼⥛(᳔໻Ў 100%)ҹঞ㒓⿟⢊ᗕ䕀ᤶЎ TASM⦃๗ব䞣,ᑊЎ
   
↣Ͼ䕧ܹッষᅮНϔϾব䞣 IportBuffer,⫼Ѣ㓧ᄬ᭄᥂;݊⃵,ᇚ㒓⿟ᵘӊⱘᠻ㸠䇁Н䕀ᤶЎϔϾࣙ৿ 8 ᴵᠻ㸠
㾘߭(Initialization,Activation,Dispatch,Waiting Execution,Execution,Write Data,Waiting Next Event,Deactivation)
ⱘ TASMᢑ䈵ᴎ TASM_Thread(th): x Initialization 㾘߭:⫼ᴹ໘⧚㒓⿟੠䖯⿟ࡴ䕑ⱘ݇㋏,䗮䖛݅ѿব䞣 Load(th):{true,false}ᴹৠℹ,䖯⿟ᵘ
ӊⱘᠻ㸠䇁Н೼㄀ 4.2㡖Ꮖ㒣ᅮН. x Activation㾘߭:⫼ᴹ㸼⼎㒓⿟䖯ܹᔧࠡ῵ᓣ(Enter(mode)),ᑊ䗮䖛݅ѿব䞣 Activation(th)=trueᴹৠℹ,
῵ᓣবᤶⱘᠻ㸠䇁Н೼㄀ 4.3㡖ЁᏆ㒣ᅮН. x Dispatch㾘߭:⫼ᴹ໘⧚㒓⿟੠ߚথ఼(dispatcher)ⱘ݇㋏,ߚথ఼ৃҹ਼ᳳǃ䴲਼ᳳ៪يথᗻഄߚথ㒓
⿟,䗮䖛݅ѿব䞣 Dispatch(th):{true,false}ᴹৠℹ,ᑊᇚ IportBufferЁⱘ᭄᥂䇏পࠄ䕧ܹッষЁ. x Waiting Execution 㾘߭:㒓⿟ᠻ㸠Ӯফࠄ䗮ֵձ䌪៪䇗ᑺⱘᕅડ ,៥ӀՓ⫼݅ѿব䞣 Get_CPU(th): 
{true,false}ᴹৠℹ,䇗ᑺ఼(scheduler)ⱘᠻ㸠䇁Нᇚ೼㄀ 4.5㡖ЁᅮН. x Execution 㾘߭:བᵰ≵᳝ᅮН㸠Ў䰘ӊ,ℸ㾘߭ⱘᠻ㸠ᯊ䯈Ў[BCET,WCET],៥Ӏ⫼“ComputeOutPut”
ߑ᭄ᴹᢑ䈵㸼⼎݊ᠻ㸠,ᑊϨৃҹᅮН໘⧚఼ǃᄬټ఼ǃᘏ㒓ǃࡳ㗫ⱘ߽⫼⥛,བᵰᅮНњ㸠Ў䰘ӊ,
߭䳔㽕ᇍ䖭ᴵ㾘߭䖯㸠∖㊒,ᇚ೼㄀ 4.6㡖Ё㒭ߎ. x Write Data㾘߭:ᠻ㸠ᅠ៤Пৢ,Ⳉ᥹ᇚ䕧ߎッষⱘ᭄᥂ݭܹ᥹ᬊ㒓⿟ⱘ IportBufferᔧЁ. x Waiting Next Event㾘߭:⫼Ѣ໘⧚ᴵӊϡ⒵䎇㗠䳔㽕ㄝᕙⱘᚙމ,՟བ䖯⿟ࡴ䕑༅䋹ǃϡ໘Ѣᔧࠡ῵
ᓣǃ≵᳝㹿ߚথǃ≵᳝ᕫࠄ໘⧚఼䌘⑤ㄝ,䆹㾘߭Փ⫼њ TASM䴲ᐌ䞡㽕ⱘৠℹᴎࠊ:t:=next. x Deactivation 㾘߭:⫼ᴹ㸼⼎㒓⿟䗔ߎᔧࠡ῵ᓣ(Exit(mode)),ᑊ䗮䖛݅ѿব䞣 Activation(th)=false ᴹৠ
ℹ,῵ᓣবᤶⱘᠻ㸠䇁Н೼㄀ 4.3㡖ЁᏆ㒣ᅮН. 
4.4.2   㒓⿟ߚথ 
೼ AADLЁ,ߚথ఼ᑊϡᰃϔϾ⣀ゟᵘӊ,㗠ᰃ㒓⿟ᵘӊⱘϔϾᠻ㸠῵ൟሲᗻ,ᬃᣕ਼ᳳǃ䴲਼ᳳǃيথǃ
ᅲᯊǃ⏋៤ǃৢৄ䖭 6⾡ߚথण䆂,ᴀ᭛Џ㽕㗗㰥ᐌ⫼ⱘࠡ 3⾡ᚙމ. 
㒓⿟ߚথ఼ⱘᠻ㸠䇁Н⫼঺ϔϾᢑ䈵ᴎ Dispatcher(th)ᴹ㸼⼎,ᑊ੠㒓⿟෎ᴀ㸠Ўⱘᢑ䈵ᴎᑊথᠻ㸠,ᅗӀ
П䯈䗮䖛݅ѿব䞣 Dispatch(th)੠㒓⿟⢊ᗕব䞣 State(th)ᴹৠℹ.៥Ӏ⫼ t:=[0,max]㸼⼎䴲਼ᳳџӊⱘࠄ䖒ᯊ䯈,
⫼ t:=[period,max]㸼⼎يথџӊⱘࠄ䖒ᯊ䯈.݊Ё,Dispatch Thread㾘߭㸼⼎: x བᵰ㒓⿟ሲѢᔧࠡ῵ᓣ,ᑊϨ໘Ѣㄝᕙߚথ⢊ᗕ,߭ߚথ䆹㒓⿟. x ᇍѢ਼ᳳᗻ㒓⿟,㒓⿟㹿ߚথПৢ,ߚথ఼䳔㽕ㄝᕙϔϾ਼ᳳ,ݡ䅽㒓⿟䖯ܹϟϔ⃵ߚথ.⬅Ѣ䳔㽕㗗㰥
῵ᓣবᤶⱘᕅડ,಴ℸᇚ㒓⿟⢊ᗕ䆒Ўㄝᕙ῵ᓣ. x ᇍѢ䴲਼ᳳ៪يথ㒓⿟,㒓⿟ᠻ㸠ᅠ៤Пৢ,ህৃҹ䖯ܹㄝᕙ῵ᓣ⢊ᗕ. 
4.4.3   ᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵ 
ᴀ᭛Џ㽕݇⊼਼ᳳᗻ㒓⿟П䯈ⱘ᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵ.ッষ䗮ֵⱘ෎ᴀᮍᓣᰃ䞛ḋ(sampled),Ԛ⬅Ѣᑊথ੠ᡶऴ
ⱘॳ಴,䗮ֵ㸠Ўৃ㛑ᄬ೼ϡ⹂ᅮᗻ,Ң㗠ᇐ㟈ᭈϾ㋏㒳ᄬ೼ᓊ䖳ǃᡪࡼ៪ϡ〇ᅮ.Ўℸ,AADLᦤկњϸ⾡⹂ᅮ









   
䕧ߎ᭄᥂,ᑊᓔྟᠻ㸠. x ᓊ䖳䗮ֵ㽕∖ 
(1) থ䗕㒓⿟੠᥹ᬊ㒓⿟䛑ᰃ਼ᳳᗻ㒓⿟. 
(2) ᇍѢߚথ:ᄬ೼ Synchronous,Oversampling,Undersampling䖭 3⾡ᚙމ,Ԛϡ㽕∖ϸϾ㒓⿟ৠᯊߚথ. 
(3) ᇍѢᠻ㸠:থ䗕㒓⿟ᰃ೼݊ Deadline ᯊࠏ(ϔ㠀ㄝѢ਼ᳳ)ᠡᇚ᭄᥂ݭܹ䕧ߎッষ,㗠᥹ᬊ㒓⿟೼݊
Dispatchᯊࠏ䇏পϞϔϾ਼ᳳথ䗕㒓⿟ⱘ䕧ߎ᭄᥂,಴ℸϡ䳔㽕䞡䇏ᮄ᭄᥂. 
佪ܜ,ᇚ䖲᥹㉏ൟㄝֵᙃ᯴ᇘЎ TASM⦃๗ব䞣;݊⃵,݊䕀ᤶ䇁Нᰃ೼㒓⿟ᵘӊҹঞ਼ᳳᗻߚথण䆂ⱘ䇁
НПϞ,䖯ϔℹᠽܙ䗮ֵᇍッষ䇏ݭᯊ䯈ⱘᕅડ,៥Ӏᇚ Trans_Connection(th)ߚЎ Trans_Connection_Read(th), 
Trans_Connection_Write_Imm(th)ҹঞ Trans_Connection_Write_Delay(th)),ߚ߿ᇍᑨेᯊ䗮ֵⱘ᥹ᬊ㒓⿟೼ᓔྟ
ᠻ㸠Пࠡ䞡䇏᳔ᮄ᭄᥂ǃे ᯊ䗮ֵⱘথ䗕㒓⿟೼ Completeᯊࠏ䕧ߎ᭄᥂ҹঞᓊ䖳䗮ֵⱘথ䗕㒓⿟೼ Deadline
ᯊࠏ䕧ߎ᭄᥂.䱤৿ⱘ㒓⿟ᠻ㸠乎ᑣᇚᰒᓣഄ㸼⼎ЎϔϾ䇗ᑺ఼,ᑊ೼㄀ 4.5 㡖㒭ߎ.㗠Ϩ,䇁Н㾘߭ᰃ䩜ᇍӏᛣ
ⱘ਼ᳳᗻ㒓⿟,Synchronous,Oversampling,Undersampling,Immediateҹঞ Delayedㄝ໮⾡ᚙމ䛑㗗㰥೼݊Ё. 
4.5   䇗ᑺ఼ 
ᴀ᭛䅼䆎ⱘ䇗ᑺЏ㽕ᰃ䩜ᇍऩ໘⧚఼,ϨЎ䴲ᡶऴᓣ䇗ᑺ: x 佪ܜ,ϸ⾡⹂ᅮᗻⱘ᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵᮍᓣϡҙ㾘ᅮњথ䗕㒓⿟੠᥹ᬊ㒓⿟ⱘッষ䇏ݭᯊ䯈,䖬䱤৿ഄ㒭
ᅮњ㒓⿟ᠻ㸠乎ᑣ,៥Ӏ⿄Ў䴭ᗕ䇗ᑺ(offline scheduling).䴭ᗕ䇗ᑺ೼ᅝܼᬌ݇ᅲᯊ㋏㒳乚ඳ㒣ᐌՓ
⫼,े,Փ⫼䇗ᑺ㸼䴭ᗕഄ㒭ߎᠻ㸠乎ᑣ,㗠Ϩৃҹᮍ֓ഄ㸼⼎ӏࡵП䯈ⱘձ䌪݇㋏. x ݊⃵ ,AADL ᬃᣕ೼໘⧚఼ᵘӊЁᰒᓣᅮН䇗ᑺㄪ⬹ ,ࣙᣀ೎ᅮᯊ䩳偅ࡼǃ䕂䕀ǃRMSǃEDFǃ
SporadicServerǃSlackServerҹঞ ARINC653ㄝ䇗ᑺㄪ⬹.៥ӀЏ㽕㗗㰥೎ᅮᯊ䩳偅ࡼǃ䕂䕀䇗ᑺҹঞ
RMSㄝ䇗ᑺㄪ⬹,Ϩ⫼Ѣ⣀ゟӏࡵ.ձ᥂ AADLᯊ䯈খ᭄,ৃҹᕫࠄ䴭ᗕⱘ䇗ᑺ㸼. 
佪ܜ㒭ߎ䇗ᑺ఼᠔ᇍᑨⱘ TASM⦃๗ব䞣,ব䞣 CPUࣙᣀ free੠ busyϸϾ⢊ᗕ. 
䇁Н㾘߭ 4.5.1. AADL㒓⿟䇗ᑺᇍᑨⱘ TASM⦃๗ব䞣㸼⼎. 
Trans_SchedulerData= 










 //  Rule Scheduling Thread 
 0 (if ( ) _  and  and  then
                     _ ( ) : true : )
...
 //  Rule W
TASM Scheduler
th
time State th waiting execution Token th CPU free
Get CPU th CPU busy
  
































Data port Event data port Event port
Rule: Execution
 
Fig.3  Relation between the behavior annex and execution model 
೒ 3  㸠Ў䰘ӊϢ㒓⿟ᠻ㸠῵ൟⱘ݇㋏ 
佪ܜ,៥Ӏ㒭ߎ෎ᴀⱘ䕀ᤶᗱ䏃:⢊ᗕব䞣(state variables)᯴ᇘЎ TASM⦃๗ব䞣;⢊ᗕ(state)᯴ᇘЎᢑ䈵ᴎ




݊⃵,䖬䳔㽕ᇍ Guard੠ Actionⱘ䇁Н䖯㸠㒚࣪: 
GuardЏ㽕ࣙᣀџӊ᥹ᬊ(¢event²)ǃッষ᭄᥂ⱘ䘏䕥߸ᮁ(¢BExpr²),㗠ৢ㗙ৃᢚߚЎϸ䚼ߚ:“on ¢BExpr²”੠
“when ¢BExpr²”,݊㸼⼎ᔶᓣབϟ: ¢guard²::=¢BExpr²|[on ¢BExpr²o] ¢event² [when ¢BExpr²]. ¢event²㸼⼎Ңџӊッষ᥹ᬊџӊ(P?)៪Ңџӊ᭄᥂ッষ᥹ᬊџӊ੠᭄᥂(P?(x)),P Ўッষৡ,x Ў⢊ᗕব䞣,៥Ӏ
ৃҹᓩܹ Booleanব䞣ᴹ㸼⼎᥹ᬊџӊ,xⱘ᭄᥂ֱ߭ᄬࠄᇍᑨⱘ⦃๗ব䞣ᔧЁ;¢BExpr²ᰃᇍ᭄᥂ッষ៪џӊ᭄
᥂ッষⱘ᭄᥂䖯㸠䘏䕥߸ᮁ,ৃҹ᯴ᇘЎᇍ TASM⦃๗ব䞣ⱘ᪡԰,on ¢BExpr²㸼⼎ᇍᔧࠡ⢊ᗕϟⱘッষ᭄ 
᥂䖯㸠䘏䕥߸ᮁ,㗠 when ¢BExpr²㸼⼎ᇍᇚ㽕䇏পⱘ᭄᥂䖯㸠䘏䕥߸ᮁ.៥Ӏᇚ݊ㅔ࣪㸼⼎Ў a bguard . 
ActionЏ㽕ࣙᣀব䞣䌟ؐǃ᭄᥂៪џӊⱘথ䗕ǃ䅵ㅫᯊ䯈ǃㄝᕙᯊ䯈ㄝ.ব䞣䌟ؐৃҹⳈ᥹᯴ᇘЎᇍ TASM
⦃๗ব䞣ⱘ䌟ؐ;ᇍѢ᭄᥂থ䗕(P!(x),P=x)੠џӊথ䗕(P!),ৃҹᓩܹ Boolean ব䞣ᴹ㸼⼎থ䗕џӊ,x ֱ߭ᄬࠄ
ᇍᑨⱘ⦃๗ব䞣ᔧЁ ;೼ব䖕ϞᅮНᯊ䯈ሲᗻ ,ৃҹ᳈㊒⹂ഄ㒭ߎᠻ㸠੠ㄝᕙⱘᯊ䯈ᑣ߫ ,䅵ㅫᯊ䯈
(Computation(min,max))㸼⼎Փ⫼ CPU ⱘᯊ䯈,ㄝᕙᯊ䯈(Delay(min,max))㸼⼎㹿ᣖ䍋៪Ёᮁⱘᯊ䯈,⬅Ѣ㸠Ў




䇁Н㾘߭ 4.6.1. AADL㸠Ў䰘ӊⱘ TASM⦃๗ব䞣㸼⼎. 
   
Trans_BehaviorAnnexData(th)= 








 //  Rule Execution
_ ( )
//    
...
_ ( )
 ( _ )
                  (if ( )
BA th Behavior BA tr BA Transitions
Rule Write Data












a b and ( _ ) and ( _ ) true then
                       : ( _ ) ( ) : ( _ )( ( ))
//  Rule Behavior Annex Completion
on CurrentBAState SourceState BA tr Guard BA tr
CurrentBAState DestinationState BA tr Oport th Action BA tr Iport th
T
     
 0 (if ( ) true then
                    ( ) : )
ime isFinal CurrentBAState
State th completed
    
5   AADL2TASM῵ൟ䕀ᤶᎹ݋ 
೼䕀ᤶ䇁Нⱘ෎⸔Ϟ,෎Ѣ AADL ⱘᓔ⑤ᓎ῵⦃๗ OSATE[19],䆒䅵ᑊᅲ⦄῵ൟ䕀ᤶᎹ݋ AADL2TASM,ҹ
ᬃᣕᇍ AADL῵ൟ䖯㸠ᔶᓣ偠䆕੠ߚᵤ.݊ԧ㋏㒧ᵘབ೒ 4᠔⼎. 
Applications




























Fig.4  Architecture of the model transformation toolAADL2TASM 
೒ 4  AADL2TASM῵ൟ䕀ᤶᎹ݋ⱘᘏԧᶊᵘ 





(2) ೼῵ൟ䕀ᤶᮍ䴶,䞛⫼῵ൟ䕀ᤶ䇁㿔 ATL(atlas transformation language)[28]ᴹᅲ⦄ AADL ῵ൟࠄ
TASM῵ൟⱘ㞾ࡼ䕀ᤶ,TASMՓ⫼῵ൟẔ⌟Ꮉ݋UPPAALҹঞӓⳳߚᵤᎹ݋ TASM ToolSetᇍ῵ൟ
䖯㸠偠䆕੠ߚᵤ.ЎњᇚUPPAALг㋻ᆚ䲚៤ࠄOSATEᔧЁ,෎ѢMIT㒭ߎⱘ䕀ᤶㅫ⊩[17],䞛⫼ATL
ᅲ⦄ TASM῵ൟࠄ UPPAAL῵ൟⱘ㞾ࡼ䕀ᤶ,ᑊᇚϸϾ῵ൟ䕀ᤶᎹ݋䲚៤Ў㒳ϔⱘ OSATEᦦӊ,ᮍ
֓⫼᠋Փ⫼. 





6   ᑨ⫼ᅲ՟ 
6.1   ㋏㒳ҟ㒡 
ᇐ㟾ǃࠊᇐϢ᥻ࠊ㋏㒳,े GNC㋏㒳,ᰃ㟾໽఼೼䔼䖤㸠ⱘḌᖗֱ䱰㋏㒳,ᡓᢙⴔ㟾໽఼࿓ᗕ੠䔼䘧⹂ᅮϢ
᥻ࠊⱘ䞡㽕ӏࡵ





(data process unit,ㅔ⿄DPU),㗠DPU੠ᇐ㟾Ӵᛳ఼㒳⿄Ўሔ䚼㒜ッ໘⧚ऩܗ(local terminal unit,ㅔ⿄ LTU).݊ㅔ
࣪ⱘ㋏㒳ԧ㋏㒧ᵘབ೒ 5᠔⼎. 
 
Fig.5  Simplified architecture of the GNC system 
೒ 5  GNC㋏㒳ⱘㅔ࣪ԧ㋏㒧ᵘ 
6.2   ㋏㒳ᓎ῵ 
៥Ӏҹ AOCSᄤ㋏㒳Ў՟.AOCSᄤ㋏㒳⬅ϔϾ㋏㒳ᵘӊᴹ㸼⼎,ࣙᣀ䖯⿟ᵘӊ S_AOCS_Processǃ໘⧚఼
ᵘӊ AOCS_Procǃᄬټ఼ᵘӊ AOCS_Memǃᘏ㒓ᵘӊ AOCS_LANҹঞ 3Ͼ໪䆒ᵘӊ,ᅗӀП䯈䞛⫼ᘏ㒓ᵘӊ




Fig.6  AADL graphic model of the AOCS subsystem 




䔼䘧⹂ᅮ(orbit filter)ǃ࿓ᗕࠊᇐ 1(attitude guidance 1)ǃ࿓ᗕ᥻ࠊ 1(attitude control 1)ǃ࿓ᗕࠊᇐ 2(attitude 
guidance 2)ǃ࿓ᗕ᥻ࠊ 2(attitude control 2)ǃӏࡵࠊᇐᕟ(guidance law)ㄝᄤӏࡵ.ᭈϾ᥻ࠊӏࡵⱘ਼ᳳ䆒Ў
360ms,಴ℸ ,䖭ѯᄤӏࡵⱘ਼ᳳг䆒Ў 360ms,Ԛᠻ㸠ᯊ䯈ϡৠ .೼〇ᅮ῵ᓣϟ ,Star_Sensor_Data_Sampling, 
Gyroscope_Data_Sampling,Attitude Filter,Camera_Data_Sampling,Orbit Filter,Attitude Guidance 1,Attitude 
Control 1 ㄝᄤӏࡵᣝ乎ᑣᠻ㸠;೼ᴎࡼ῵ᓣϟ,Gyroscope_Data_Sampling,Attitude Filter,Accelerometer_Data_ 
Sampling,Orbit Filter,Guidance Law,Attitude Guidance 2,Attitude Control 2ㄝᄤӏࡵᣝ乎ᑣᠻ㸠.᠔᳝ᄤӏࡵഛ
䞛⫼਼ᳳᗻ㒓⿟ᴹᦣ䗄,ӏࡵП䯈䞛⫼ⱘ᭄᥂ッষ䗮ֵᴎࠊЎेᯊ䗮ֵ.㸼 1㒭ߎњ AOCSᄤ㋏㒳ӏࡵⱘ਼ᳳǃ
ᠻ㸠ᯊ䯈ǃ䌘⑤⍜㗫(ࡳ㗫ǃᄬټ)ҹঞ᠔ሲⱘ῵ᓣ. 
Table 1  Parameters of the tasks of the AOCS subsystem 
㸼 1  AOCSᄤ㋏㒳ӏࡵⱘখ᭄ 
Thread Period (ms) Execution time (ms) Power (W) Memory (KB) Mode 
Star_Sensor_Data_Sampling 360 32 [2,10] 256 Stabilization 
Gyroscope_Data_Sampling 360 32 [5,20] 256 Stabilization maneuver 
Camera_Data_Sampling 360 32 [5,10] 1 024 Stabilization 
Accelerometer_Data_Sampling 360 32 [1,3] 256 Maneuver 
Attitude_Filter 360 64 [5,10] 1 024 Stabilization maneuver 
Orbit_Filter 360 64 [5,10] 1 024 Stabilization maneuver 
Attitude_Guidance 1 360 64 [2,10] 512 Stabilization 
Attitude_Control 1 360 64 [2,10] 512 Stabilization 
Attitude_Guidance 2 360 64 [2,10] 512 Maneuver 
Attitude_Control 2 360 64 [2,10] 512 Maneuver 
Guidance_Law 360 32 [5,10] 256 Maneuver 
   
6.3   ݇ 䬂ᗻ䋼偠䆕੠ߚᵤ 
෎Ѣ AADL2TASM῵ൟ䕀ᤶᎹ݋,ᅲ⦄ AADL῵ൟࠄ TASM῵ൟⱘ㞾ࡼ䕀ᤶ. 
佪ܜ,Ⳉ᥹෎Ѣ TASM ToolSetᇍ䕀ᤶᕫࠄⱘ TASM῵ൟ䖯㸠ߚᵤ.TASM ToolSetᬃᣕᇍ῵ൟⱘᅠᭈᗻ੠
ϔ㟈ᗻ䖯㸠偠䆕,ҹঞᇍᯊ䯈㸠Ў੠䌘⑤㸠Ў䖯㸠ӓⳳߚᵤ.೒ 7㒭ߎњ TASM῵ൟЁ᠔᳝ᢑ䈵ᴎⱘᠻ㸠ᯊᑣ. 
ৠᯊ,TASM ToolSet Ў↣⾡䌘⑤㒭ߎϔϾᘏԧ䌘⑤⍜㗫ߚᵤ೒,⬅Ѣ䌘⑤⍜㗫ϔ㠀ᅮНЎϔϾऎ䯈,಴ℸ, 
TASM ToolSet ᣝ✻ऎ䯈ⱘ᳔ᇣؐǃ᳔໻ؐǃᑇഛؐҹঞ䱣ᴎؐ䖭 4 ⾡ᚙމᇍ㋏㒳ⱘ䌘⑤⍜㗫ᚙމ䖯㸠ߚᵤ,
བ೒ 8᠔⼎. 
 
Fig.7  Time simulation of the TASMToolSet 
೒ 7  ෎Ѣ TASMToolSetⱘᯊ䯈ӓⳳߚᵤ 
Fig.8  Resource simulation of the TASMToolSet 
೒ 8  ෎Ѣ TASMToolSetⱘ䌘⑤ӓⳳߚᵤ 
݊⃵,෎Ѣ UPPAAL ᇍ⅏䫕ǃᅝܼᗻǃ⌏ᗻҹঞᅲᯊᗻ䋼䖯㸠偠䆕,UPPAAL ੠ TASM ToolSet ৃҹѦ㸹,
݅ৠЎ TASM῵ൟᦤկЄᆠⱘ偠䆕Ϣߚᵤ㛑࡯.៥ӀՓ⫼ TASM2UPPAAL῵ൟ䕀ᤶᎹ݋,㞾ࡼ⫳៤ᇍᑨⱘᯊ䯈
㞾ࡼᴎ㸼⼎,བ೒ 9੠೒ 10᠔⼎. 
 
Fig.9  Timed automaton expression of 
mode change 
೒ 9  ῵ᓣবᤶⱘ 
ᯊ䯈㞾ࡼᴎ㸼⼎ 
Fig.10  Timed automaton expression of the task of 
Star_Sensor_Data_Sampling 
೒ 10  Star_Sensor_Data_Samplingӏࡵⱘ 
ᯊ䯈㞾ࡼᴎ㸼⼎ 
TASM ᬃᣕⱘ᭄᥂㉏ൟ᳝ Integer,Boolean,Float ҹঞ⫼᠋㞾ᅮН㉏ൟ,㗠 UPPAAL াᬃᣕ Integer ㉏ൟ,ᇍ
Ѣ⫼᠋㞾ᅮН㉏ൟ,བ㒓⿟ⱘ⢊ᗕ,䆒᳝ n Ͼ៤ਬ,೼ UPPAAL Ё⫼᭄㒘 int[0,n1]ᴹ㸼⼎,“0”ᇍᑨ㄀ 1 Ͼ៤
ਬ,“n1”ᇍᑨ㄀ nϾ៤ਬ,ᇍѢBoolean㉏ൟ,⫼ int[0,1]ᴹ㸼⼎,䖭䞠,“0”ҷ㸼 true,“1”ҷ㸼 false;TASM੠UPPAAL
ᇍᯊ䯈ⱘ㸼䖒гϡৠ,TASMⱘᯊ䯈ᅮН೼ব䖕Ϟ,㗠UPPAALⱘᯊ䯈ᅮН೼⢊ᗕϞ,಴ℸ,ᇍѢ TASM㾘߭Ϟⱘ
ᯊ䯈,೼ UPPAAL Ϟ䗮䖛๲ࡴϔϾЁ䯈⢊ᗕᴹ㸼⼎,བ೒Ёⱘ waiting_hyper_period_S,begin_mode_change_S2M
   





A[](CurrentMode==0) imply (Activation_SSDS==0); 





7   Ⳍ݇Ꮉ԰ 
䕀ᤶ䇁Нᮍ⊩ᰃⷨお AADL 䇁Нⱘϔ⾡䞡㽕᠟↉,བ䕀ᤶࠄ BIP,Fiacre,TLA+,Signal,IF,RTMaude,ACSR, 
Lustre,Petri NetㄝⳂᷛ䇁㿔. 
⊩೑ Verimagᅲ偠ᅸᦤߎњ AADLࠄ BIPⱘ䇁Н䕀ᤶ[4],Џ㽕⍝ঞ䖯⿟ǃ㒓⿟ǃᄤ⿟ᑣǃ໘⧚఼ㄝᵘӊⱘ
ᠻ㸠䇁Н,㗠㒓⿟䗮ֵ੠㸠Ў䰘ӊⱘ䇁НᅮНϡ໳䆺㒚;Ўњᮍ֓⧚㾷,䆹ⷨお䛑ҹ೒⼎ⱘᮍᓣ㒭ߎ䇁Н,݇⊼
ⱘⷨおᄤ䲚੠䕀ᤶ㾘߭Џ㽕䞛⫼㞾✊䇁㿔ᦣ䗄. 




݊䕀ᤶ㾘߭Џ㽕ҹ䇁Нߑ᭄ⱘᮍᓣ㒭ߎ,Ԛ TLA+ⱘ῵ൟẔ⌟Ꮉ݋ TLCⱘ偠䆕㛑࡯䕗ᔅ. 
⊩೑ INRIA-Rennesᅲ偠ᅸ෎Ѣৠℹ䇁㿔 Signalᇍ AADL䇁Н䖯㸠њⷨお[7],Џ㽕ᰃ䩜ᇍ㒓⿟ᠻ㸠ǃ䗮ֵǃ
㸠Ў䰘ӊㄝὖᗉ;೼䕀ᤶᮍ䴶,㒭ߎњ㋏㒳ᵘӊ੠㒓⿟ᵘӊⱘᔶᓣᅮН,ᑊҹ䇁Нߑ᭄ⱘᮍᓣ㒭ߎњ䚼ߚ䕀ᤶ㾘
߭ⱘᢑ䈵㸼⼎. 
AbdoulㄝҎᇚ AADL䕀ᤶࠄ IF䇁㿔[10],ᬃᣕ㒓⿟ᠻ㸠ǃ䗮ֵǃ㸠Ў䰘ӊࠄ IFⱘ䕀ᤶ,Ԛϡᰃ AADLᷛޚ
ⱘ㸠Ў䰘ӊ,㗠ᰃ⫼ IF䇁㿔ϧ䮼Ў AADLᅮНⱘ㸠Ў䰘ӊ;೼䕀ᤶᮍ䴶,ϔϾ AADL㒓⿟ᇍᑨϸϾ IF䖯⿟ᵘӊ,
ߚ߿⫼Ѣᦣ䗄ߚথ੠㒓⿟㸠Ў,ᯊ䯈⫼ IFᯊ䩳ᴹ㸼⼎;݇⊼ⱘⷨおᄤ䲚੠䕀ᤶ㾘߭䞛⫼㞾✊䇁㿔ᦣ䗄. 








೼೑ݙৠ㸠ⱘᎹ԰ᮍ䴶,᭛⤂[30]ᦤߎњϔ⾡ AADL ῵ൟৃ䴴ᗻߚᵤ䆘ԄᎹ݋,Џ㽕⍝ঞ AADL ᬙ䱰῵ൟ
䰘ӊ;᭛⤂[31]ᇚ AADL῵ൟ䕀ᤶࠄ⏋៤㞾ࡼᴎ῵ൟ,Џ㽕݇⊼ AADL῵ൟⱘৃ䇗ᑺߚᵤ. 
ᴀ᭛ᦤߎⱘ AADL2TASMᔶᓣ䕀ᤶ䇁НϢ䖭ѯᏆ᳝ⷨおⱘϡৠП໘Џ㽕㸼⦄೼ҹϟ޴Ͼᮍ䴶: 
(1) AADL ᄤ䲚:ձ᥂㟾໽఼ㄝᅝܼᬌ݇ᅲᯊ㋏㒳ⱘ䚼ߚ⡍ᕕ,ᴀ᭛䗝পњϔϾ䕗Ўᅠᭈⱘ AADL ᄤ䲚,
ᑊ⏙᱄ഄߚᵤњԧ㋏㒧ᵘǃᠻ㸠῵ൟҹঞ㸠Ў䰘ӊП䯈ⱘ݇㋏. 




ഫП䯈ⱘ݇㋏,↣Ͼ῵ഫ䛑ࣙᣀϸ䚼ߚ:䇁⊩㒧ᵘ᯴ᇘЎ TASM ⦃๗ব䞣,ࡼᗕ㸠Ў᯴ᇘЎ TASM ᢑ
䈵ᴎ,ᑊ෎Ѣ㉏ MLⱘܗ䇁㿔ᴹᦣ䗄᯴ᇘ੠㒘ড়݇㋏. 










ᣕ䆕ᯢᮍ⊩:(1) ⬅Ѣ៥Ӏ᮴⊩Ⳉ᥹䆕ᯢᔶᓣ䕀ᤶ䇁Н੠ AADL ᷛޚ㒭ߎⱘ䴲ᔶᓣ䇁НП䯈ⱘㄝӋᗻ,಴ℸϢ
ᔶᓣ䕀ᤶ䇁Нᇍᑨ,෎Ѣᯊ䯈ব䖕㋏㒳(timed transition system,ㅔ⿄ TTS)㒭ߎⳌᑨ AADLᄤ䲚ⱘ䇁Н,԰Ў䇁Н
ֱᣕ䆕ᯢⱘখ㗗䇁Н(reference semantic);(2) ᇚ䕀ᤶ䇁НᅮНЁⱘ TASM 㸼⼎੠ TASM 䇁㿔ᴀ䑿ⱘ᪡԰䇁Н
䖯㸠㒘ড়,ᵘ៤঺ϔϾ TTS;(3) 䆕ᯢϸϾ TTS⒵䎇῵ᢳㄝӋ݇㋏(simulation equivalence),े,AADLᄤ䲚ⱘ䇁Н
೼ AADL ࠄ TASM ⱘ῵ൟ䕀ᤶЁᕫࠄֱᣕ,ᑊ෎Ѣᅮ⧚䆕ᯢ఼ Coq[34]ᇍⳌ݇ᅮ⧚䖯㸠њ䆕ᯢ.ᔧ✊,䖭䞠ᄬ೼
“⫼ TTS㸼䖒ⱘ AADL䇁Н੠ AADLᷛޚ䇁Нᰃ৺ϔ㟈”ⱘ䯂乬.Ԛᰃঠ⠜ᴀᔶᓣ䇁Нⱘ㒭ߎ,ᑊ䆕ᯢϸ㗙ⱘㄝ
Ӌᗻ,೼ϔᅮ⿟ᑺϞ㛑໳䰡Ԣ῵ൟ䕀ᤶߎ䫭ⱘὖ⥛,ᑊᦤ催ᇍ AADL䇁Н䖯㸠ᔶᓣ㾷䞞ⱘৃֵᑺ. 
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